Get Well Tea Bag Holder
Julie Davison, www.juliedavison.com

Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:


Thanks A Latte, July 2015

Additional supplies used:




#140932 Basic Gray Ink Pad
#131259 Brights Markers (Pumpkin Pie)
#105229 Pumpkin Pie Card Stock





#100730Whisper White Card Stock
#102906 2 ½” Circle Punch
#126889 Stampin’ Trimmer

Instructions:
1. Use the Stampin’ Trimmer to cut a piece of Whisper White cardstock to 3½” x 10½”. Score the Whisper
White cardstock at 3 ½” and 7” and create three sections.
2. Use the Stampin’ Trimmer to cut the last section diagonally from the inside upper edge down to the lower
outside corner. See diagram.

3. Cut gray designer paper (from kit) down to 3 ¼” x 3 ¼” and adhere to the front of the card. Cut the bottom
of die cut notepaper down to 2¼”. Put a Pumpkin Pie die cut border at the bottom of the notepaper. Clip
the bow to the right side.
4. Stamp the tea cup on the die cut. (I used Basic Gray ink instead of Early Espresso that came in the kit.)
Stamp “Get Well” in Cucumber Crush in the middle of the tea cup.
5. Use Stampin’ Dimensionals to adhere the tea cup to the notepaper. Use Stampin’ Dimensionals to put the
notepaper on the front of the card.
6. On the inside of the card: Punch a piece of Pumpkin Pie cardstock with a 2 ½” Circle Punch. Stamp the
steam in Basic Gray ink. Stamp the tea cup on a die cut. Stamp the tea bag over it. Use Stampin’
Dimensionals to adhere the tea cup on the circle. Adhere the circle to the card using glue dots or SNAIL
adhesive.
7. Use a scrap from the gray designer paper and adhere it to the bottom of the diagonal flap. Apply a Paper
Pumpkin die cut border above it. Trim the extra off the diagonal edge. Use glue dots to secure the bottom
of the diagonal flap to the inside of the card.
8. Ink the flowers with Cucumber Crush and Pumpkin Pie ink and stamp them on the pocket about the
borders.

